
Content Databases

URL Category List.
A database of more than 5 million relevant sites classified into 40 categories 
and 130 subcategories. 

Anti-Spam Agent.
A powerful option that protects your organization from spam and junk mail. 
Anti-Spam Agent's unique digital signature filtering ensures 100% accuracy 
and manages spam by text and multiple file types, including JPEG's, MPEG's 
and others.

E-mail Dictionary.
User-customizable dictionaries pre-populated by our experts with keywords 
and phrases found in risk e-mail - covers 15 categories ranging from "adult" 
to "finance". It also supports Boolean language filtering. 

SurfControl's professional content team, located worldwide, provides 
reliable, culturally-based content selection of URLs, e-mail dictionaries, 
and spam content in 65 languages representing over 200 countries. 
SurfControl employs this content three ways:
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40 Well-Organized Categories, 130 Subcategories - Our categories provide an extensive coverage of the most widely accessed sites 
on the Internet, and are organized into categories that are easy to manage. 

5 Million Sites, Covering More Than 900 Million Web Pages - Content is sourced by 40+ team of professional researchers, state-
of-the-art automated tools, and customer submissions.
 
International Content, 65 Languages, Over 200 Countries - Eight worldwide offices and a global research team give SurfControl the 
most international content in the industry. More than 65 languages, from sites registered in over 200 countries, are represented in the 
URL Category List. 

Daily Updates - Customers receive daily updates to the URL Category List, representing more than 35,000 new sites a week. Plus, 
constant culling and aging makes this the most relevant and accurate filtering list you can buy. 

Our URL Category List is the premier database in the filtering industry. SurfControl has integrated its URL database with the content and 
technologies from filtering pioneers SurfWatch, CyberPatrol, and LittleBrother to provide the most accurate, current and relevant content 
filtering available. 

Anti-Spam Agent is a powerful option that compares e-mails with a database of classified spam and junk mail content - letting 
you decide which e-mails to restrict or allow. It increases your protection against legal liabilities, wasted bandwidth, lost 
productivity, and wasted network resources.  

The Anti-Spam Agent database is constantly updated with the electronic signatures of junk e-mail circulating on the Internet as identified 
by the SurfControl Global Content Team. It is the only e-mail-filtering database whose content is classified by type such as "Adult," 
"Hoax/Rumor," "Illegal Material," and "Chain Letter." Content is further classified by media type, such as text, graphics, and executable. 

This gives you the ability to specify exactly how you want e-mail in each category to be handled - whether you want it delayed, isolated, 
deleted, or even allowed. Anti-Spam Agent scans both the e-mail and any attachments, including JPEGs, GIFs, and MPEGs.

Anti-Spam Agent's unique digital signature filtering ensures 100% accuracy and efficiency, reducing time and resources required to review 
false triggers, and provides scaling performance. The single click configuration also saves your time and resources.

Anti-Spam Agent database updates are provided daily by subscription, and SurfControl E-mail Filter does not have to be interrupted during 
the update process.

SurfControl E-mail Filter comes equipped with 15 pre-populated dictionaries of content you may not want in your network. Definitions are 
classified by category such as "Adult," "Hate Speech," and "Finance." This gives you the ability to specify exactly how you want e-mail in 
each category to be handled - whether you want it delayed, isolated, deleted, or even allowed.

The extensive category dictionary coverage enables you to effectively limit your organizations':

 
Each dictionary contains a list of category-specific words, and a suggested weighting for each. Each word and weighting is completely 
customizable. In addition, dictionary words can be configured using advanced Boolean lexical scanning. You can also add or delete words 
to create dictionaries that serve specific company needs - for example, to restrict e-mailing of confidential product plans except by key 
individuals.
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